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I was privileged to become the
Chair of Trustees of Bexley
Citizens Advice at our Annual
General meeting in October
2019 where we celebrated the
80th anniversary of Citizens
Advice Bureaux in the company
of the Mayoress of Bexley. Our
last annual report wondered
what the next 80 years might
bring. Within a few months we
faced the Covid 19 pandemic,
the greatest worldwide
disruption since 1945. Our
movement founded on the eve
of the Second World War was
well established to rise to this
challenge. Nationally the
Government maintained its
recognition of the importance
of Citizens Advice by making a
Grant of £37.8 million. As the
first lockdown loomed Roland
and his team reacted with

speed and agility to make
arrangements to deliver our
service remotely. Thanks to the
tremendous hard work of
Roland, the staff and
volunteers there has been no
break in service since the Covid
crisis began. Like many
organisations we are reflecting
on the issues that have been
highlighted by the pandemic.
Probably the most significant is
the use of technology to
deliver our advice services, and
the problems faced by the
digitally disadvantaged who
don’t have access to that
technology or the facility to
use it. We continue to enjoy an
excellent relationship with our
core funder, the London
Borough of Bexley, and look
forward to working with the
Borough to meet this and other
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challenges ahead. This year we
have been fortunate to obtain
funding from three new
sources. We are grateful to
them all. The William Kendall
Trust gave us a grant to
redesign our website and make
it easier to maintain. This has
been very helpful given the
current fast changing events.
Trust for London has funded a
specialist immigration advisor.
This is especially welcome
because some time ago we had
identified a significant unmet
need for such advice. One of
our main areas of work is
money advice, which assists
people in financial difficulty to
obtain their entitlement to
benefits and manage their
affairs to avoid the spiralling
consequences of debt. We were
very pleased to be awarded a
Grant by the National Lottery
Community Fund for a money
advisor. I would like to offer
my thanks to all those who

make Bexley Citizens Advice
possible. To Roland, Karen
Townsend, all the staff, and
our fantastic volunteers for
their unflagging commitment to
providing advice and
information to all those who
need it. I know that the recent
months have been especially
difficult for many of our
volunteers and I pay tribute to
their willingness to adapt to
unfamiliar ways of working. To
our always reliable and
efficient administrator Tina
Hayter. Thanks are also due to
my fellow trustees for
supporting our work, especially
our treasurer Nigel Springhall
and my predecessor as Chair,
Paul O’Neill. This year’s AGM
will be held remotely, but
Bexley Citizens Advice will
never be remote. We will
continue to be engaged and
available to everyone who needs
our help and wants to
contribute to our work
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The chronic shortage of

affordable housing is becoming
a greater issue as time goes by.
This is a structural problem
within the Borough and across

London. Although we are
involved in a number of
initiatives around housing,
without major Government

Click here for the
version

intervention and money,
significant change is not likely.
Universal Credit has
transitioned in, the Help to

Claim project really helps
people with their difficulties
2019-2020 was a very ordinary
year, the Bureau was running

smoothly, we were seeing our
usual number of clients. Help to
Claim was renewed. We had
successfully bid for funding,

from Trust for London, for a
level 3 immigration worker, this
had been a very long-term goal.
We had a party to celebrate

our 80 years of giving advice to
the people of Bexley. It was a
great afternoon and a chance
to catch up with some old

friends and colleagues.
Things within the Borough had
stayed very much the same.

claiming and getting their first
payment. One of the serious

problems with the benefit is
people who are paid 13 times in
a year, most retail staff are
paid like this. This means there

is one ‘month’ where it appears,
they are paid twice. The
system cannot cope with this
and it leaves people without

money in the month after.
All this changed on the 23rd of
March. When Boris Johnson

announced what lock down
really meant. Obviously, the
signs had been there following
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Matt Hancock’s speech in the

our celebratory gathering in

Commons on 16th March. This is

September, someone had said

when Farmfoods rather than us

in 5 months’ time all your

had queues outside their doors

offices will be closed and you

in the mornings. You looked at

will be delivering advice, by

people’s trollies it was like a

telephone, video conference

bizarre version of Ready,

and e-mail, we would have

Steady Cook. What were they

thought they were crazy. 5

going to make with tinned Fray

months ago we all thought

Bentos steak pies, a 10kg sack

Zoom was a ice lolly from the

of pasta, 48 cans of Coke and

60’s not the way many of us

172 toilet rolls.

would communicate.

We soon realised what it meant

As always, we have adapted.

to us, we were going to have to

Our staff and volunteers have

invent different ways of

shown how strong they are and

helping people. It is good to

how resilient the service is.

compare it with the national

We were only closed for two

emergency of 1939, when war

days, by day three we had

broke out and we started to

diverted the advice line to our

operate.

mobiles, and we were answering

In 1939 everyone was

the phones at home.

expecting the outbreak of war.

We have since, purchased more

The declaration was on 3rd

technology and moved what is I

September, however nothing

am told communications

really happened, apart from

platforms, we use Teams.

Bexley CAB opening and there

We have noticed that there is

was a phoney war period.

a class of people who are being

The outbreak of COViD was a

disadvantaged in the digital age

totally different thing, we had

and this has become more

really no notice about how it

apparent during the pandemic.

would affect us and how it

So many things have moved to

would change our service. If at

being online applications only.
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Access to online services is now

knowledge of the furlough

a priority not a luxury. Online

scheme.

services are expensive, data

We continue to work through

when bought separately is a

this crisis. I need to thank

large expense. There are also

everyone for their hard work

people who just cannot use

and forbearing. I will not

online services, they are

pretend for a second that

casualties of this pandemic too.

everything has gone smoothly

It has also been a hard

with the technology. We have

adjustment for the staff and

all been on a very steep

volunteers to work at home and

learning curve.

in isolation. We have a very

The efforts of our volunteers

supportive way of working

and staff have been

within our offices we all miss

outstanding, my thanks to you

that. We all miss the

all. I would also thank our

socialisation too. We miss the

Chair and the board for their

human contact. I work in my

support through these

summer house (garden shed)

troubling times.

with just a few squirrels and
my rabbit for company and
support. I am lucky, my rabbit

(Xander) has an excellent
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The bureau had a total balance
of £194,444, there are
£173,155 in unrestricted
reserves. The charity has a
policy on reserves, to keep at
least 3 months expenditure in
the unrestricted reserve. This
amount more than fulfils the
obligation. The core funding
from Bexley has been agreed
for the next five years. The
level of reserves are monitored
by the administrator especially
when there are significant
changes in staff numbers or
hours and reported to the
trustees annually. The
restricted reserves of
£21,288.78 is the unspent
balance of grants awarded to
the Bureaux for specific
ongoing projects.
During the year there was a
loss of £7,762 .54 on the L&Q
project. L&Q provided the
Bureaux with its projected
number of clients to be advised
and based on the projections
provided the Bureaux staffed
accordingly, with the

associated costs.
Unfortunately the number of
clients never reached the
projected levels, but it proved
impossible to reduce staffing
as under the agreement each
client had to be allowed 4 'no
shows' before they were taken
out of the system. There were
a significant number of missed
appointments and we were not
paid for 'No shows '. As a
result the Bureaux was forced
to maintain a higher level of
staffing than required in case
the client attended the
appointment. The Board
recognised that we were losing
money on this project and it
was terminated at the request
of the Bureaux .
The Thames Water project saw
a loss of £3,799.26 this year.
The Bureaux failed to meet its
targets set on this project due
to the long term absence of a
staff member due to ill health.
While spare resource was
utilised to improve our
performance, ultimately the
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Bureaux was unable to cover
the amount of clients agreed in
the project, leading to us
missing our required number of
clients seen, and a consequent
reduction of income.
Staffing: The staffing levels
for the Bureaux for the year
were 9.7 FTE paid staff and 7
FTE volunteers.
Investment Policy. Aside from
retaining a prudent amount in
reserves most of the charity's

funds are spent in the short
term, consequently there are
no long-term investments. The
trustees invest any funds not
immediately required in the
Charities Official Investment
Fund (COIF) Deposit Fund
managed by CCLA Investment
Management Ltd, a specialist
investor for "not for profit"
organisations. COIF deposit
Fund provides a secure
environment with an interest
rate of 0.53%.
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CITIZENS ADVICE BEXLEY
Telephone the Bexley advice line:

01322 517150
Monday

9.30pm – 3.30pm

Tuesday

9.30pm – 3.30pm

CITIZENS ADVICE BEXLEY
For advice in person call in to one of our
offices, no appointment required:
Our offices are currently closed due to the
pandemic. We have a limited number of
appointments, we also offer virtual
interviews, please call the Adviceline for
further information.

Wednesday 9.30pm – 3.30pm
Thursday

9.30am – 3.30pm

Friday

1.30pm – 3.30pm

Drop-in sessions – no appointment needed:
See overleaf for details
Self-help from Citizens Advice’s website:
www.citizensadvice.org.uk

Supporters must be 16 years or older
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